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Erratum
An extremal problem concerning graphs not containing
Kt and Kt;n−t
[Discrete Mathematics 187 (1998) 195{209](
Yoomi Rho 
Global Analysis Research Center, Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea 151-742
Theorems 3 and 4 of the cited paper are stated for t>4. They must be stated for t>5.
Hence when t is even, the special forms of the graphs which are given as examples
with the extreme number of edges for t>4 in those theorems are valid for only t>6.
Also throughout the paper, the phrase G contains Kt; n−t must be corrected into G is
contained in Kt; n−t . Nothing else of the paper changes because of these corrections.
The author would like to thank Yong-Sung Park and David Moulton for their
helpful comments.
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